Estimation of Object Functions
Focusing on Feature of Object Parts
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Abstract—In recent years, a tremendous research effort has been made in the area of generic object recognition. However, both an object’s name and the function are important for robots to comprehend objects. Object functions refer to “the purpose that something has or the job that someone or something does”. Various elements (e.g., the physical information, material, appearance and human interaction) independently or mutually form object functions. There are many researches on object functions using human-object interaction, while there are few using appearance. However, it can be believed that object functions may be formed by appearance. In this paper, we propose a new method to estimate object functions from appearance on images under the assumption that object parts contribute to estimating function. The rationale of the assumption is that when humans estimate function of unknown object, they focus on not only the whole object but each part of the object. In our previous method, object function was estimated by using mid-level feature of CNN which was pre-trained on the ImageNet2013 with 1000 object classes. In our proposed method, in addition to the mid-level feature, we use feature of object parts extracted from Deformable Parts Model (DPM) and Convolutive Bottleneck Network (CBN). Experimental results show that the classification rate of five functions is improved by $5.3\%$ compared with the previous method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object recognition means computer recognition of objects in a real world in terms of their generic names. It is one of the most challenging tasks in the field of computer vision. “Generic category of objects”[1] defines generic names as the basic level categories such as “chair” and “cup” in the area of object recognition. A practical example of generic object recognition is that household robots identify objects specified by human voice[2], [3]. For example, when an user asks the robot to bring the pen, it identifies and brings the pen if it knows the pen in advance.

However, there is a question if it is enough for robots to simply learn the object names and images. Since objects, the artifact we daily use, are made with their purposes, it is possible to regard objects as the means to accomplish the purpose.

In the above example, it can be thought that “we use the pen (means) to accomplish the purpose of writing (function)”. Therefore, for robots to identify the object, both the object name such as “pen” and the function such as “allowing us to write” should be recognized. If the robot can estimate the object functions, even in the case there is no pen in the circumstances, the robot can bring the substitution such as “a writing brush” for us to write.

The above mentioned example, ”bring me a pen” is the case where human specifies the object name and the robot knows the object but can’t find the object so that it managed to find the substitution of the pen. However, even when the robot does not know the object name, we want the robot to find the object which can be used as a writing tool.

We show the example of basic level category and function level category of objects in Fig. 1. In this paper, recognizing objects in the basic level category is defined as generic object recognition and recognizing objects in the function level category as function estimation. Today, a tremendous research effort has been made in the area of generic object recognition. In contrast to it, there is a few researches on function estimation, because functional class has a wide variety in the appearance and attributes forming the function. However, function estimation has begun to be focused on because many kinds of sensors are developed and it has become easy to observe the attributes possessed by the objects.

Fig. 2 shows the function-based ontology, which can be
induced from the idea of Eric Wang[4]. It is assumed that various elements (e.g., the physical quantity, material, appearance and human interaction, environment) independently or mutually form object functions.

In this work, it is presumed that object functions are closely related to the appearance. In addition, we hypothesize that object parts contribute to estimating function. Because when human estimate function of unknown object, they focus on not only whole the object but each part of the object. Therefore, to estimate function, we use two features, namely, feature of object parts and feature of whole the object. We extract object parts using DPM[5], and then extract bottleneck feature of each parts using CBN[6]. In addition, we extract feature of whole the object by using CNN. CNN which is pre-trained on the dataset can be seen as an extractor of mid-level image representation. We merge their features, namely, bottleneck feature of each part and mid-level feature of CNN, and then estimate the function by using it as an input to MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron). We execute experiment on the unknown object images to evaluate whether we can train the network of the object functions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, related works are described and our method is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental data is evaluated, and the final section is devoted to our conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

First, we distinguish function from affordance. It says in the dictionary that function refers to “the purpose that something has or the job that someone or something does”. American psychologist James.J.Gibson coined the term affordance[7]. Gibson and his colleagues argue that affordance refers to the quality of objects or environment that allows humans to perform some actions[8]. In the field of computer vision, research about affordance is popular. The interpretation of affordance is different a little among them. According to [9], [10], they define affordance as the relationship between robotics hand and objects, while according to [11], they define affordance as functionality in human action. As mentioned above, it is assumed that function is more comprehensive expression than affordance, and affordance is the function which depends on environment or human action.

There are a lot of researches about affordance, whose task or environment is limited. In [12], [13], they set up the task that makes the robot search for the object where humans can sit. In [14], humans might interact with the same object in different ways, with only some typical interactions corresponding to object affordance. [11], [15] show that they represent objects in the kitchen directly in terms of affordance. They model correlation between all object-object and human-object interactions. However, the task or environment is so limited that the number of objects is too limited. Thus it can be thought that, for function estimation, specific object recognition is carried out with the functional label annotated in advance. In our work, we estimate the object functions without limiting the task or environment. If we estimate the object function using interaction between human and object, we have to limit the task or environment as mentioned above. Therefore we estimate the object functions from their appearance on the image containing the single object. In [16], to estimate object function, CNN was pre-trained on the ImageNet 2013 with 1000 object classes and then used as an extractor of mid-level representation.

In addition to this mid-level feature, we also use feature of object parts extracted by using DPM. DPM represents objects by a lower-resolution root filter and a set of higher-resolution part filters arranged in a flexible spatial configuration. The part locations are treated as latent information. All the parameters of DPM are learned by LSVM(Latent SVM) which deals with the latent information. The LSVM learning procedure acquires part appearance and layout parameters by alternately performing the assignments to latent variables given the model parameters and re-optimizing the model parameters given the latent variable assignments. This system can detect objects over a wide range of scales and poses. It is unclear whether parts detected by DPM are related to function or not, but if function classification rate is higher than the previous one which does not employ the object parts, we can inductively show that object parts contribute to estimating function.

III. FUNCTION ESTIMATION USING FEATURE OF PARTS

Firstly, we crop object parts by using DPM. DPM is trained against each object image of dataset. Using trained DPM, object detection is performed against each trained object image. Then, we crop object parts detected by part filters.

Secondly, bottleneck feature is extracted from each parts as shown in Fig.3. We trained CBN[6], taking as input a square of $32 \times 32$ pixel gray scale images of parts cropped by DPM, and as output object label. Using shorthand notation, the full architecture of CBN is $C(13, 5, 1) - P2 - FC3(108) - FC4(30) - FC5(108) - FC6(N)$, where $C(c, f, s)$ indicates a layer with $c$ channels of $f \times f$ size filter applied with a stride $s$. $FC(n)$ is a fully-connected layer with $n$ nodes. $P$ is a pooling layer which pools spatially in non-overlapping $2 \times 2$ regions. After training CBN, we extract bottleneck feature($FC4$). Bottleneck feature represents much information in less nodes, so it has important feature associating input with output. In this case, bottleneck
feature represents potential relationship between object name and object parts.

Finally, we estimate object function using bottleneck feature of object parts as shown in Fig.4. In our previous method[16], we estimated object function using mid-level feature of CNN which was pre-trained on the ImageNet2013 with 1000 object classes(shown in Fig.4 up). To achieve function estimation, MLP was added as full-connected layers to CNN which was trained to recognize object in images(shown in Fig.4 down). We used the output vector at layer FC8 or FC9 as input to MLP. It is considered that output vector of FC8 is related to semantic attribute and that of FC9 is label of generic object. We called it Method1 of which takes the output vector of layer FC9 to the input of MLP, and Method2 which takes the output vector of FC8 as the input. In our proposed method, in addition to the mid-level feature, features of object parts extracted from CBN are employed. We merge these features, output vector of FC8 or FC9 of CNN and bottleneck feature of the object parts, and estimate the function using them as input to MLP. In training the specific object function, we collected positive images with the objects and negative images without the objects.

IV. Experiments

A. Dataset

In the experiment, we collected the images from ImageNet[17]. It is an image database formed based on the WordNet hierarchy, in which each node in the hierarchy corresponds to the synset. Here, synset is the group of a set of synonyms. The reason why we collect the images from ImageNet is that we can associate functions with synsets.

The task of function estimation is carried out for 5 classes (“containable”, “cuttable”, “movable”, “writable”, “sittable”).

We collected cup, kettle, paper cup, can, mug cup for “containable”. In the same way, knife, scissors, ax were collected for “cuttable” and bicycle, train, wagon and bus for “movable”. Plant, stool for “sittable”.

B. Experimental condition

In this experiment, we used the OverFeat[18]. Overfeat is the CNN which was pre-trained using 1,281,167 images
TABLE I: Classification rates. ( % )

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Method 1</th>
<th>Method 2</th>
<th>only parts feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>previous</td>
<td>proposed</td>
<td>previous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containable</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuttable</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>56.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movable</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writable</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sittable</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the CLS-LOC dataset of ILSVRC2013. Number of layers and nodes with MLP in Fig.4 down are 2 and 500, 200 respectively. Number of components of DPM and of part filters is 4 respectively. In addition, we evaluate our proposed model using cross-validation. For instance, in calculating the classification rate of “containable” function, we collected many images of “cup” as test data, and regarded the rest images without “cup” as training data. This operation was done for each object which has “containable” function. Then the classification rate for “containable” function is attained by averaging the classification rate for each object.

C. Experimental result

TABLE I shows the classification results by the proposed Method 1 and Method 2 as well as our previous method. In the figure, the results are also listed using only feature of object parts. By our method in Method 2, the average of classification result for estimation achieved the highest rate, 73.5%. On the other hand, the average of classification result by Method 1 is lower than the previous method. In case using only feature of object parts, the classification rate is lowest. Output vector of FC8 used in Method 2 is considered to be related to semantic attribute, and then combined with the feature of object parts, it becomes more effective for function estimation. Therefore, it may be concluded that only feature of object parts is not effective for function estimation, but combined with specific feature, it contributes to function estimation.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Various elements independently or mutually express the object function. We believe that function is closely related to the appearance, especially not only whole the object but object parts, therefore we proposed the method that estimates object function focusing on CNN. Classification rate of our proposed method was improved by 5.3% compared with the previous Method 2. Also, compared with the highest classification rate by our previous Method 1, our proposed Method 2 is higher by 1.7%. Therefore, It can be concluded that feature of object parts contributes to function estimation when combined with object feature.

However, parts extracted by DPM aren’t directly related to object function. In a future, we will estimate function by training CNN, and then identifying parts which are directly related to function by backtracing the CNN from output.
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